Vendor Management Practice
Service providers often represent an essential area of risk management for financial
services. Whether used to provide critical bank services, storage of consumer
information, or any other regulated activities, vendor diligence and vigilance are — and
will remain for the foreseeable future — a key area of regulatory focus.
Buckley assists clients in designing, implementing, and maintaining all critical areas of
vendor management, seamlessly incorporating our extensive knowledge of consumer
protection, consumer lending and servicing, debt collection, records management and
retention, and all aspects of cybersecurity and privacy law with practical, businessconscious advice.
Our clients benefit from our broad compliance, enforcement, litigation, and transactional
perspective, combined with our understanding of each stage of the third-party risk
management life cycle. Importantly, we also strive to ensure that vendor management
programs are fully integrated into our clients’ overall compliance management systems.
Our work in this area includes:
Advising on compliance with statutory and regulatory requirements and
expectations related to vendor oversight, including in connection with
supervisory examinations

Drafting and negotiating master services agreements, statements of work,
servicing/subservicing agreements, joint marketing plans, third-party datasharing arrangements, and other third-party relationships

Performing targeted assessments of third parties and preparation of
diligence reports and management recommendations commensurate with
identified and expected risk, including the development of termination and
transition processes

Developing business-continuity plans in the event of vendor nonperformance
due to unforeseen circumstances

Designing protocols for proper documentation and evidentiary support of
third-party risk management compliance throughout all processes
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Delivery of on-site and remote employee training programs

News & Blogs
FTC settles with mortgage analytics company over vendor oversight
deficiencies
HUD issues mortgagee letter extending interim procedures relating to FHA
Section 232 approved mortgages
Maryland secretary of state provides updated guidance on remote
notarizations
FDIC seeks input on voluntary certification of innovative technologies
OCC highlights key risks for federal banking system, says compliance risk
elevated due to Covid-19
Boston Fed updates Main Street Lending Program FAQs
ARRC issues LIBOR transition “best practices”
OCC updates FAQs on third-party risk management
Fed governor discusses modernizing payment systems for community banks
Fed governor identifies community banks' fintech challenges
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